
The Challenge of E. F. SCHUMACHER

SMALL
POSSIBLE

by George McRobie
foreword by Verena Schumacher

A factual, informative account of who is
doing what, where, to put into practice
the ideas expressed in E. F. Schumacher's
Small Is Beautiful. George McRobie
shows that, in rich and poor countries
alike, it is possible to create lifestyles
and technologies on a human scale that
are low cost, sparing in their use of re-
sources, and nonviolent toward nature.
256 pages hardcover, $11.95

paperback CN 694, $4.95

c THE1

SCHUMACHER
IECTURES,

edited by Satish Kumar

'The challenge E. F. Schumacher has left
for us to meet is not to stop at the
generalities of the goodness in 'small,'
but to take the concept in concrete terms
and see how, in practice, small is work-
able and possible," Satish Kumar writes.
These lectures by R. D. Laing, Amory
Lovins, Ivan Illich, John Michel, Fritjof
Capra, Edward de Bono, Leopold Kohr,
and Hazel Henderson tackle the challenge.
A paperback original.
288 pages paperback CN 843, $4.95

Also available in a new Colophon edition:

Passages About Earth
An Exploration of the New Planetary Culture
by William Irwin Thompson
The founder of the Lindisfarne community and the author of At the Edge of History
discusses the ideas of such futurists as Paolo Soleri, Werner Heisenberg, and
Aurelio Peccei and the Club of Rome, and probes the writings of Doris Lessing,
Teilhard de Chardin, Erich von Daniken, and Ivan Illich. "A moving and profound
book."—Richard A. Falk
192 pages paperback CN 835, $3.95

926 Harper & Row
10 E. 53d St., New York, NY 10022
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Borodin
Stalin's Man in China

Dan N. Jacobs
Mikhail Markovich Borodin
(1884-1951) had an astounding
career. Now, for the first time, the
full story of this mysterious Bolshe-
vik conqueror of half of China and
master proselytizer for international
communism. $25.00

Germany and the
Two World Wars
Andreas Hillgruber
William C. Kirby, Translator
One of the most hotly disputed top-
ics in twentieth-century history has
been Germany's share of responsi-
bility for the outbreak of the two
world wars. Europe's leading
authority on German power politics
clarifies the dispute. $14.50

Beyond Suffrage
Women in the New Deal

Susan Ware
"Until now no one has written about
the political activities of women in
the New Deal. This is an excellent
book. The story it has to tell is a new
and compelling one."
—Kathryn Kish Sklar $18.50

Israel—
The Embattled Ally
With a New Preface and a Postscript
by the Author

Nadav Safran
"Shows convincingly how Israel's
history and politics have affected
the tie with the U.S.... A book...
with a keen sense of the realities
of contemporary politics."
—Foreign Affairs
Be/knap $9.95, paper $25.00, cloth

The Intellectual
Resistance in Europe
James D. Wilkinson
"The most thoughtful and enlight-
ening account of an important
though frustrating episode in intel-
lectual history."—Gordon Wright
Wilkinson examines the cultural
impact of the anti-Fascist literary
movements in Europe. $20.00

Germany Transformed
Political Culture and the New Politics

Kendall L. Baker, Russell J.
Dalton, and Kai Hildebrandt
"The authors uncover a variety of
most interesting trends in German
behavior, which must lead to a
recasting of many commonly
accepted characterizations of cur-
rent politics in Germany."
— W. Phillips Shively $25.00

Chinese Village Politics
in the Malaysian State
Judith Strauch
Strauch offers a detailed analysis of
the manipulative strategies of local
rivals active over several decades in
the competition for local status and
power. She also treats relevant
aspects of the broader Malaysian
political environment as well.
Harvard East Asian Series, 95
$22.50

Harvard University Press
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
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Communism in Southeast Asia
Justus M. van der Kroef
The first comprehensive book-length study to appear in more than twenty years, this volume deals with
the developments in each country of this critically important area. Van der Kroef provides rich historical
descriptions of the Southeast Asian Communist parties, their organizational techniques, and the programs
and appeals they used in acquiring and retaining recruits. $32.50

Environmental Protest and Citizen Politics in Japan
Margaret A. McKean
The Japanese environmental movement absorbed several million people during the 1970s. McKean
examines the causes and consequences of "citizens' movements/' and she discusses the major environ-
mental lawsuits, which served as catalysts for the emergence of thousands of citizens' movements and
converted the intimidating and little-used Japanese legal system into a channel of effective participation.
$28.50

Political Women in Japan
The Search for a Place in Political Life
Susan J. Pharr
Drawing on extensive interviews with young Japanese women, Pharr inquires how and why they became
involved in politics. She analyzes the process as reflected in the experiences of individuals and examines
both the satisfactions of political volunteerism and the psychological and social costs associated with it.
$17.50

Bring Me Men and Women
Mandated Change at the Air Force Academy
Judith Hicks Stiehm
"A thoughtful analysis of a crucial milestone in the long process of bringing women into full partnership in
the nation's armed forces." —Jeanne Holm, General, U.S. Air Force"An enormous amount of effort went
into this book, and I hope it reaches a vast audience. The military will never be the same again."

—Susan Brownmiller $19.95, illustrated

Voluntary Agencies in the Welfare State
Ralph M. Kramer
Foreword by Harold L Wilensky
In this f irst-of-its-kind study of the workings of voluntary agencies Kramer cuts through the conceptual
confusion surrounding voluntarism and the boundaries between the public and private sectors. This
analysis of the distinctive competence, vulnerability, and potential of the voluntary agency should replace
some of the many myths that now guide public policy and the day-to-day activities of social service
agencies. $24.95

Conflict and Consensus in Switzerland
Carol L. Schmid
Because most of the literature in race and ethnic relations has focused on causes of conflict and discord,
majority-minority relations in Switzerland have received little attention. This is the first in-depth examina-
tion of the major sources of Swiss coexistence as well as of some of the problems now facing Switzerland.
$18.50

The Taming of Fidel Castro
Maurice Halperin
"New and insightful . . . .[Halperin's] well-written narrative,
based on Cuban sources and personal experiences, adds new
dimensions and dispels many myths concerning Castro's per-
sonality and Cuban internal affairs." —Library Journal $18.95

University of California Press
Berkeley 94720
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Books for the Political Scientist
U.S.-MEXICAN ENERGY
RELATIONSHIPS
Realities and Prospects
edited by Jerry R. Ladman, Arizona State
University, Deborah J. Baldwin, University
of Arkansas at Little Rock, and Elihu
Bergman, Americans for Energy
Independence
256pp. ISBN 0-669-04398-2 $23.95

RACISM AND SEXISM IN
CORPORATE LIFE
Changing Values in American Business
John P. Fernandez
384pp. ISBN 0-669-04477-6 $28.95

CRITICAL ISSUES IN HEALTH POLICY
edited by Ralph Straetz, New York Univer-
sity, Marvin Lfeberman, New York Academy
of Medicine, and Alice Sardell, Queens
College
Foreword by Gerald Rosenthal
A Policy Studies Organization Book
208pp. ISBN 0-669-04504-7 $25.95

ADVANCED INDUSTRIALIZATION
AND THE INNER CITIES
edited by Gail Garfield Schwartz, The
Academy for Contemporary Problems
Foreword by Neal Peirce
ISBN 0-669-03512-2 Summer 1981

THE ELDERLY AND THE
FUTURE ECONOMY
Lawrence Olson, Christopher Caton, and
Martin Duffy, with contributions by Carol
Rapaport, Michael Shannon, and Robert
Tannewald, Data Resources, Inc.
ISBN 0-669-04651-5 Summer 1981

THE WORLD ECONOMY IN THE 1980s
Selected Papers of C. Fred Bergsten, 1980
C. Fred Bergsten, Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace
ISBN-0-669-04658-2 Summer 1981

THE JAPANESE CHALLENGE TO
U.S. INDUSTRY
Jack Baranson and Richard Dana,
Developing World Industry and Technology,
Inc.
Foreword by Harald Malmgren
ISBN 0-669-04402-4 Summer1981

CONTROLLING THE NEW II
Thomas J. Dougherty
192pp. ISBN 0-669-04512-8 $18.95

INTERNATIONAL HOUSING POLICIES
A Comparative Analysis
Chester C. McGuire, Capitol Economics
Incorporated and Howard University
272pp. ISBN 0-669-04385-0 $25.95

POLICYMAKING IN A
NUCLEAR PROGRAM
The Case of the West German Fast
Breeder Reactor
Otto Keck
Foreword by Robert G. Gilpln, Jr.
304pp. ISBN 0-669-03519-x $27.95

REGULATED INDUSTRIES AND
PUBLIC ENTERPRISE
European and United States Perspectives
edited by Bridger M. Mitchell, The Rand
Corporation and The International Institute
of Management, and Paul R. Kleindorfer,
The Wharton School and The International
Institute of Management
304pp. ISBN 0-669-03474-6 $29.95

PRISONS AND POLITICS
Richard A. McGee, American Justice
Institute
Foreword by John P. Conrad
ISBN 0-669-04527-6 SummeM981

""SKK

Gail Garfield Schwartz and Pat Choate
160pp. ISBN 0-669-04308-7 $14.95

LexingtonBooks, D. C. Heath and Company
125 Spring Street, Lexington, MA 02173

| (617) 862-6650 (212) 924-6460

HEATH Call our toll-free number, 800 428-8071

Lexington
Books .
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Presidential Decisionmaking
in Foreign Policy
The Effective Use of Information and Advice

Alexander L. George
"A mature, perceptive disquisition-based on deep familiarity with
theory and history—on how presidents can organize an advisory
system in order to produce sound decisions. The analysis is both
clear and sophisticated—a rare combination." —Foreign Affairs

"In conceiving and writing this work, George has brought to bear a
lifetime of thought and research, not to mention reading on the
subject. . . . /Is mentor and intellectual godfather to many of these
studies, George has appropriately brought the scholarship of the
entire subject into focus and applied its insights to the executive
branch in a most systematic and definitive fashion. . . . The
analysis unfolds in a rich but pithy form. . . . Given the fact that
we cannot hope to change the basic causes of international conflict,
George's penetrating analysis of the impediments to effective policy
decisions may help us to escape the worst consequences of the
unavoidable situation." — The American Political Science Review

"George's compendium is actually a concise handbook that should
be read and used by every student, teacher, and practitioner of
executive politics. His analysis mercilessly detects, dissects, and
describes every possible ego problem, information-processing
problem, small-group interaction problem, and administrative
problem that might involve collegial, decentralized, or formalistic
policymaking systems." — Political Science Quarterly

268 pages • 1980 • $25.75 (he) • $10.50 (pb)

Westview Press
5500 Central Avenue • Boulder, Colorado 80301

SPECIAL 20% DISCOUNT (offer expires July 15, 1981)

Return this coupon (or a facsimile) with your prepaid order for a one-time
only discount.
Please send me hardcover and paperback copy(ies)
Presidential Decisionmaking in Foreign Policy @ $20.60 (he). $8.40 (pb).
My check or money order payable to Westview Press, Inc. for $ is
enclosed. (All orders must be prepaid.)

Name
Address

.Zip.

Send to:
Westview Press • 5500 Central Avenue • Boulder, Colorado 80301
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CALL FOR PAPERS
Occasion: The First International Conference on the

comparative historical and critical analysis of bureaucracy.

Place: Zurich, Switzerland.

Time: October 4th to 9th, 1982

Sponsor The Gottlieb Duttweiller Institute for
Economic and Social Studies.

SOME SUGGESTED THEMES:

Customary Authority vs. Bureaucracy
Contemporary Alternatives
Bureaucracy East and West: Archaic and Modern
Micro-electronics: The Bureaucratic Machine
The Bureaucratization of Culture
Latent and Manifest Functions of Bureaucracy

STEERING COMMITTEE: Prof. Stanley Diamond,
Editor, Dialectical Anthropology.
Chairman, Graduate Department of
Anthropology, New School for
Social Research.

Prof. Wolf Dieter Narr,
Faculty of Political Science,
Free University of Berlin.

Dr. Rolf Homann,
Institute Representative.

First Deadline: December 1981-January 1982

Papers should be sent in triplicate to: Dr. Rolf Homann
Gottlieb Duttweiller Institute
for Economic and Social
Studies
CH-8803 Ruschlikon
Zurich, Switzerland
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CHATHAM HOUSE
PUBLISHERS, INC.

THE ELECTION OF 1980
GERALD M. POMPER with Colleagues
The first book on the election by the team that produced the highly acclaimed work of
'76. Based on current polling data, it includes essays by Ross Baker, Charles Jacob,
Carey McWilliams, Henry Plotkin, and Gerald Pomper. New to this volume is an essay
on opinion trends in 1980 by Kathleen Frankovic of the CBS/New York Times Poll.
0-934540-09-8 $7.95 paper 0-934540-10-1 $15.00 cloth

FEDERAL REORGANIZATION
PETER SZANTON
Public dissatisfaction with the performance of the federal government faces the incom-
ing President and each cabinet member and federal agency head. These original essays
by Alan L. Dean, I.M. Destler, Lester M. Salamon, Allen Schick, Harold Seidman, and
Peter Szanton assess the probable costs and benefits of alternative reforms of the struc-
ture, processes, and staffing of the federal government.
0-934540-11-x $12.95 paper

THE NO-RISK SOCIETY
YAIR AHARONI
In this seminal work, Aharoni applies the "moral hazard" literature to public policy
questions and describes how we live in an overly insured society. Since we are risk-
averse and a moral hazard is implicit in all insurance, this leads to a decrease in produc-
tivity. The examples are not limited to social security and unemployment compensa-
tion but include regulation and international trade.
0-934540-06-3 $12.95 paper 0-934540-07-1 $25.00 cloth

PERSPECTIVES ON WORLD POLITICS
MICHAEL SMITH, RICHARD LITTLE, and MICHAEL SHACKLETON
The politics of power and security, the politics of interdependence and transnational re-
lations, and the politics of dominance and dependence are the three themes used to pre-
sent contributions from John Stoessinger, Mostafa Rejai, Cynthia H. Enloe, Hans Mor-
gan thau, Keith R. Legg, James F. Morrison, John Garnett, Klaus Knorr, Robert Jervis,
Hedley Bull, Stephen D. Krasner, Robert O. Keohane, Joseph S. Nye, Wolfram F. Han-
rieder, Edward L. Morse, I.M. Destler, Chadwick F. Alger, Philip A. Reynolds, Samuel
P. Huntington, Charles Pentland, Donald J. Puchala, Harold Sprout, Margaret Sprout,
Seyom Brown, Larry L. Fabian, James O'Connor, Andre Gunder Frank, Johan Galtung,
Susanne Bodenheimer, Thomas E. Weisskopf, Stephen Hymer, Robin Luckham, Fran-
ces Stewart, Immanuel Wallerstein, Robert L. Rothstein, Robert Gilpin, and Robert W.
Cox. An Open University Set Book published jointly with Croom Helm London and
distributed exclusively in the United States by Chatham House Publishers in paper.
0-7099-2303-1 $12.95 paper

For further information about these and forthcoming titles, contact:
Edward Artinian, publisher, Chatham House Publishers, Inc.,
Box ONE, CHATHAM, NEW JERSEY 07928. TELEPHONE: (201) 635-2059.
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New from
ORNELL

Photo: R. Depardon/Magnum

The Straggle for
Afghanistan
By NANCY PEABODYand RICHARD S. NEWELL. "The political and
social background to the Soviet seizure of Afghanistan is rationally
explained in this survey of that country's recent history by two Ameri-
can scholars... .The heart of the book [is] a study of the rise of Marxism
in Afghanistan, the conflicting Marxist factions, the 'people's republic'
of 1978-79, the Soviet invasion."—Publishers Weekly.

Photographs/$14.95

Thailand
Society and Politics
By JOHN L. S. GIRLING. The author takes a close look at the political,
economic, and social factors that have helped to shape Thai history
since the 1930s. (Politics and International Relations of Southeast Asia
series) $24.50

Political Parties in the
West Bank under the
Jordanian Regime (1949-1967)
By AMNON COHEN. Making full use of documents that fell into Israeli
hands in 1967, this authoritative work treats four major parties that
survived King Hussein's ban—their emergence, their composition, their
activities, and their ideologies. $19.50
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From Realignment
to Reform
Political Change in New York State, 1893-1910
By RICHARD L. McCORMICK. While it is generally recognized that
the period from the tumultuous realigning elections of the mid-1890s to
the peak of the Progressive reform era at the end of the following decade
marks a watershed in American politics, scholars disagree about the
nature and causes of the changes in leadership, in policymaking, and in
voting behavior. McCormick traces these changes and analyzes how the
complex transition in political order occurred. Winner of the New York
State Historical Association Manuscript Award, 1979. $25.00

Bitter Harvest
A History of California Farmworkers, 1870-1941

By CLETUS E. DANIEL. "The finest scholarly study yet to appear on the
history of California farmworkers....All who want to understand the
roots of Cesar Chavez's movement or comprehend why labor exploita-
tion remains a reality in contemporary America should read Bitter
Harvest."—Melvin Dubofsky, SUNY, Binghamton. "A poignant account
of the plight of the California farm workers.... The story has been told
before, but never as thoroughly or as well as in this essential
monograph."—Frank Freidel, Howard University. Photographs/$19.50

The Political Unconscious
Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act
By FREDRIC JAMESON. "Fredric Jameson is the best Marxist critic
writing today, possibly the best social-historically oriented critic of our
time. It seems impossible for him to write anything that is not illumi-
nating in an original way.. .The Political Unconscious is a major work,
and it should be read by historians, social scientists, and philosophers, as
well as by literary scholars."—Hayden White, University of California,
Santa Cruz. $19.50

Corwin on the
Constitution
Volume One: The Foundation of American Constitutional
and Political Thought, The Powers of Congress,
and The President's Power of Removal
Edited by RICHARD LOSS. The first of three volumes to present major
essays by Edward S. Corwin that best delineate his argument in political
thought and constitutional law. $32.50

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
> Box 250, Ithaca, New York
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AUBURN HOUSE

CURRENT PERSPECTIVES
ON CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

Available
AIRLINE DEREGULATION: The Early Experience
John R. Meyer/Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration and John F.
Kennedy School of Government; Clinton V. Oster, Jr./Indiana University; Benjamin A.
Berman/Harvard University; Ivor P. Morgan/Boston University; and Diana L.
Strassmann/Harvard University

Examines the principal questions raised by policy makers and the public at large resulting from the transition of
the domestic airline industry to a deregulated status. Analyzes the pattern of airline deregulation and its effects
on airlines and the domestic airline system.
|unel981 Hardbound 200 pages $19.95

REGULATORY POLITICS AND ELECTRIC UTILITIES: A Case Study in Political Economy
Douglas D. Anderson/Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration

A thorough investigation of regulatory agencies' policy-making processes which challenges the conventional
wisdom that regulators are "captured" by the industries they regulate. The book describes the complexities of
regulatory behavior and provides a general framework for analyzing what regulators do and why they do it.
March 1981 Hardbound 191 pages $19.95

PORTUGAL: Revolutionary Change in an Open Economy
Rodney J. Morrison/Wellesley College

The first analysis of Portuguese economic and political development in the post-Salazar period. Examines how
revolutionary hopes and ideas are constrained by international economic conditions.
May 1981 Hardbound 200 pages $19.95

POSTAL REORGANIZATION: Managing the Public's Business
John T. Tierney/Georgetown University

An in-depth study of postal service management and operations. Provides a detailed analysis of the political
obstacles to achieving cost control and improved productivity in governmental enterprise.
March 1981 Hardbound 191 pages $19.95

CONDOMINIUMS: The Effects of Conversion on a Community
John R. Dinkelspiel. Joel Uchenick. and Herbert L. Selesnick/all of Harbridge House,
Incorporated

Provides a comprehensive method for analyzing the social, demographic, and fiscal effects of condominium
conversion on communities. The authors identify policy issues raised by large-scale conversion and suggest how
to deal with them.
March 1981 Hardbound 203 pages $19.95

Forthcoming
TECHNOLOGY VERSUS DEMOCRACY: The Politics of International Airports
Elliot | . Feldman/Brandeis University and Jerome Milch/University of Pittsburgh

Compares the experiences of advanced industrial states in coping with the same technological problem and
examines the technical, social, economic, and political issues generated by airport development and expansion.
Summer 1981 Hardbound 200pages(est) $19.95

To order, write:

(MH AUBURN HOUSE
PUBLISHING COMPANY
131 Clarendon Street
Boston. Massachusetts 02116

Orders from individuals must be prepaid. Orders not prepaid are
subject lo shipping and handling charges of $1.50 for single copy
orders. SI per book for multi-copy orders.
Academic examination copies are available at 50% of regular price.
Payment will be refunded upon evidence of multi-copy purchase from
Auburn House for class use.
Master Charge. Visa, and American Express accepted. Please
include card number and expiration date.
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NEW FROM
QUEENSLAND

WILL SHE DE RIGHT?
The Future of Austrolio
Herman Kahn &
Thomas Pepper
A profound shift of personal and
societal values, the declining role
of the U.S. and a high growth
rate in the Asia-Pacific area
underlie these predictions by the
director of the Hudson Institute
in New York and his associate in
the Asia-Pacific office in Tokyo.
199 pages 1981 $18.75/
paper $7.25

THE GOVERNMENT OF
QUEENSLAND
Colin A. Hughes
Penultimate volume in the much-
praised series, Government of
the Australian States and
Territories.
322 pages 1981 $36.25/
paper $19.25

THE LEADER
A Political Biography of
Gough Whitlom
James Walter
The first serious, scholarly
biography, and the first to apply
psychological theory to the
career of the charismatic and
enigmatic prime minister who
lost his job in 1975 in the wake
of scandal and misfeasance.
295 pages photographs 1981
$18.00

RETHINKING
AUSTRALIA'S DEFENSE
Ross Babbage
Asserts that Australians can no
longer rely on Uncle Sam for
forward defense and must now
prepare to revitalize the military
and assume the burden
themselves.
312 pages 1981 $30.25

HERMAN KAHN

University of
Queensland Press
5 South Union Street
Lawrence MA 01843

CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS?

If you are planning a move, please fill in the form below and return it to the
American Political Science Association, 1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036. Address changes should be received at the Associa-
tion by the 5th of the month to be included in the monthly update of the
Association mailing list.

NAME.

OLD ADDRESS.
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Law and Order
CRIME AND JUSTICE
An Annual Review of Research
Edited by Norval Morris and Michael Tonry
The first volume in this new series includes essays on
the police, youth violence, and correctional practice;
volume two focuses on the relatively new area of the
history of crime and justice.
Vol. 1 Cloth $14.00 Paper $6.95 348 pages Available
Vol. 2 Cloth $19.50 Paper $7.95 480 pages Available

COURTS
A Comparative and Political Analysis
Martin Shapiro
Shapiro proposes an altogether new model for the study of courts, one
emphasizing the multiple political roles characteristic of real courts. Testing
the validity of his claims against traditional models of ideal courts, he
demonstrates the accuracy of his prototypical political model.
Cloth $20.00 256 pages Available

CASE SELECTION IN THE UNITED STATES
SUPREME COURT
Doris Marie Provine
Provine argues that in agenda-setting the justices reveal broad agreement
about the role of the judge and their institution. Using case selection votes
and other original materials, she provides an intimate view of this
secretive procedure.
Cloth $18.00 215 pages Available

THE SUPREME COURT REVIEW, 1980
Edited by Philip B. Kurland and Gerhard Casper
"High standards of solid scholarship, constructive criticism, and interesting
variety. . .have become traditional with the Review."—Law Books in
Review
Cloth $30.00 416 pages (est.) July

- • I h e ^
University of

Chicago
PRESS

5801 South Ellis Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60637
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1 The Politics of
Federal Grants

George E Hale and Marian Lief Palley

The authors examine how state and local gov-
ernments spend the more than $80 billion a year
they receive from the federal government by trac-
ing the intergovemment grants system through
the policymaking process. Perfect for public ad-
ministration, intergovernmental relations and state
and urban politics courses.

April 1981.178 pages. $750.

£* Congressional Elections
Barbara Hinckley
In this text — the only comprehensive study of
congressional elections and voter behavior —
Hinckley examines data from the 1978 congres-
sional elections and determines how voters make
their decisions. Particularly useful in courses on
Congress, political behavior, political parties, or
political communications.

April 1981. 192 pages. $7.50.

rt A Tide of Discontent:
3 The 1980 Elections and

Their Meaning
Ellis Sandoz and Cecil V. Crabb, Jr.

This timely study analyzes the 1980 elections and
their likely impact on political institutions and pub-
lic policy. Excellent for courses on American gov-
ernment, political behavior, and campaigns and
elections.
April 1981. 272 pages. $7.50.

4 Energy, Politics and
Public Policy

Walter A. Rosenbaum

This unique text examines both the way in which
energy policy is formulated by the federal gov-
ernment and the actual policies that have been
implemented or debated. Ideal for courses on
energy policy and public policy.

March 1981. 242 pages. $750.

5 Congress Reconsidered
Second Edition

Lawrence C. Dodd and Bruce I. Oppenheimer

In this new edition, leading political experts dis-
cuss key institutional and operational changes in
Congress, the effect of these changes on the
legislative body, and the Congress of the future.
Perfect for courses on Congress and American
government
February 1981. 442 pages. $7.95.

The Supreme Court

Lawrence Baum

This new text fills the need for a short but com-
prehensive examination of the Supreme Court
and the role it plays in the American political
system. Ideal for courses on constitutional law,
judicial process and American government

January 1981. 248 pages. $7.50

To order an examination copy of any of the above texts, please write
on letterhead stationery to Ms. Patti Silver, College Services Coordinator.
Please include course title.

CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY INC.
1414 22nd Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037
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AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
77th Annual Meeting
September 3-6,1981

PRE-REGISTRATION FORM

1 . AH persons to be listed In the Program In any capacity (organizers, officers,
panel chairs, authors and discussants of any group or committee—APSA, Of-
ficialProgram or Unaffiliated Group} mustpre-register by June 1,1981, in order
to be listed in the Program.

2. Those pre-registering to attend the meeting have until July 31 , 1981 to send in
form and check. Any pre-registration forms received after July 31 will be returned
to the sender who must then register at the Meeting.

3. The fee is: Non-members: $35 to pre-register, $40 to register at the meeting;
Members: $25 to pre-register, $30 to register at the meeting; Student members:
$15.

4. Pre-registration cards sent to APSA without a check will be returned.
5. Persons who pre-register, but do not attend the meeting, will forfeit the registration

fee, unless a refund is requested in writing before August 1.
6. Upon receipt of the pre-registration card and check, APSA will send the delegate a

registration badge and two copies of the receipt for the fee.
7. To obtain a Final Program and a badge cover, present one copy of the receipt at the

"PRE-REGISTERED" desk in the registration area (Promenade) of the New York
Hilton Hotel.

PLEASE SEND THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WITH CHECK TO: APSA PRE-
REGISTRATION, 1527 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, N.W.. WASHINGTON, D.C.
20036.

Name.

Address.

.Zip.

Remittance MUST accompany this form. D Member $25
Return before July 31st. • Non-member $35

D Student member $15

Affiliation.

Position

Major Field of Interest

I
American Political Science Association

ANNUAL MEETING PRE-REGISTRATION
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CAMBRIDGE;
The Nuclear Revolution
International Politics Before and After Hiroshima
Michael Mandelbaum
Professor Mandelbaum adopts a comparative historical approach, assessing
the impact of nuclear armaments on the balance of power, arms races, alli-
ances, the behavior of leaders and the morale of those they lead.
"A brilliant and profound book. It contains much that is original, and what
is not original has never been said better."— Glenn H. Snyder, SUNY,
Buffalo Hardcover $29.95 Paper $8.95

The Nuclear Question
The United States and Nuclear Weapons, 1946-76
Michael Mandelbaum , . i n n t n „ , n c

Hardcover $19.95 Paper $6.95

The Arab Predicament
Arab Political Thought and Practice Since 1967
Fouad Ajami
"... an extraordinarily rare and important book... Ajami sees and explains so
many fundamental issues so clearly—searing issues unlikely to be resolved
soon—that his work will for many years remain a major contribution to the
discussion and transformation of Arab society."— Manfred Halpern,
Princeton University $19.95

Crisis in the Making
The Political Economy of New York State Since 1945
Peter D. McClelland and Alan L. Magdovitz
The authors find the origins of the fiscal crisis in New York State and New
York City in the interaction of personal political ambitions with a feeble
system of constitutional checks and balances. The circumstances in New
York and the leadership of Nelson Rockefeller are addressed expressly, and
the book is clearly relevant to similar fiscal predicaments throughout the
United States. Studies in Economic History and Policy: The United
States in the Twentieth Century $24.95

Organizing Interests in Western Europe
Pluralism, Corporatism, and the Transformation of Politics
Suzanne Berger, Editor
Descriptive, analytical, and theoretical essays focus on the concept of cor-
poratism in modern political economies—that is, the tendency to create,
through the state and political parties, a concert of interests among the
broad array of organized groups in society. This is the first publication in a
new series: Cambridge Studies in Modern Political Economies $37.50

all prices subject tochange

Cambridge University Press JJ
132 East 57th Street, New York NY 10022 r ^ ^132 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022
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INCISIVE STUDIES ON U.S.
SIDESHOW
Kissinger, Nixon and the Destruction of Cambodia

by WILLIAM SHAWCROSS
Now In paper... "The most interesting and the most important
book on American foreign policy in many years. On more than
foreign policy, really: on the American constitutional system. For
it is a textbook—a gripping, factual textbook—on what can
happen when the system is violated."

—Anthony Lewis, New York Times
"Remarkable...The strength of Shawcross' study of Cam-

bodia is his analysis of how Nixon and Kissinger tailored reality
to suit their purposes." —Science & International Affairs

Here is a detailed study, based on documents released under
the Freedom of Information Act and interviews with many of the
principals, of America's secret war in Cambodia. In this new,
revised edition, William Shawcross has added a first-hand de-
scription of Cambodia in 1981 and a rebuttal of Kissingers de-
fense of his policies.
#0-677-254)4-6 $6.95

REAL
SECURITY

Richard J.Damet I

REAL SECURITY
Restoring American Power in a Dangerous Decade

by RICHARD J. BARNET

New!... From "one of the most accomplished political scientists
of this generation" (Chicago Dally News) comes a timely as-
sessment of American national security policy. In a brilliant and
persuasive argument, the author, a Senior Fellow of the Institute
for Policy Studies in Washington, D.C., refutes the position that it
is necessary to pursue a "superiority" in the arms race. The
author contends that such an achievement would, in any case,
neither bring peace, nor restore American supremacy. He pro-
poses alternative strategies for dealing with revolutionary na-
tionalism, and with the USSR, and postulates that the key to
future national security, and expanding world influence is a strong
domestic economy.
#0-671-25414-6 $6.95

ON THE HILL
A History of the American Congress

byALVINM.JOSEPHY.JR.

"Josephy has covered the history of Congress with extraordinary
skill... A tour de force: it is written in a spirited style, it covers the
ground. ..it is historically accurate, as would be expected from a
man of Mr. Josephy's learning."

—Henry Steel Commager
On the Hill traces the history of the American Congress from

its conception in the Constitution to its performance in modem
times and pursues such themes as the 200-year struggle for
authority between the executive and legislative branches.

#0^71-41389-9 $6.95

Examination copies ol paperbacks are available by writing to Educa-
tion & Library Services, address below. On university letterhead.
Indicate the tillo and estimated enrollment of the course tor which you
are considering adopting the book. Normally a $1.00 service charge

tor each book must accompany the request. However. II your request
also includes the name end date ol this journal, the $1.00 service
charge will be waived. For a complete catalog ol books in your subject
area. s«nd request to same address.
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FOREIGN & DOMESTIC POLICIES

ALLTHINGS
TO ALL MEN

j
I'I'

The False Promisetflhe
Modem American Pnaidacj

_ l,^?L_-
ArriencanggC
JXMichad
Harrington

ALL THINGS TO ALL MEN
The False Promise of the Modem American Presidency

by GODFREY HODGSON
Now in paper... "Simply the best book on the presidency in too
long a time." —Klrkus (starred review)

"A thoughtful, thorough, persuasive exploration... For putting
it so clearly, Hodgson deserves to be congratulated—and
read." —James Fallows, The New Republic

Describing the "paradox of the Presidency" (never has one
office had so much power; never has so powerful a leader been
so impotent), White House correspondent Godfrey Hodgson ar-
gues that the institution of the Presidency no longer works and
that real reform is needed if any future President is to govern
effectively. Tracing the development of the modem Presidency
from FDR through the present he shows the deficiencies of the
office and the bureaucracy, and presents practical steps for
change.
#0-671-43165-X $6.95

DECADE OF DECISION
by MICHAEL HARRINGTON
Now in paper..."Has a great deal to say about our current
economic problems, especially the bewildering coupling of
sluggish growth and rampant inflation... Illuminating."

—Business Week
"An important, serious and necessary contribution to a long-

overdue public dialogue on the American future."
—Washington Star

In a far-reaching and original analysis of the economic crisis of
trie seventies, Harrington examines the sources of defects in the
structure of the American economic system and offers a new
vision of economic and political life.
#0-671-42808-X $6.95

THE NEOCONSERVATIVES
The Men who are Changing America's Politics
by PETER STEINFELS
"A sober, analytical study... scrupulously pursues fair and bal-
anced judgment." —Wall Street Journal

The first serious analysis and critique of the leaders of a new,
intellectually based conservatism. Placing their writings in the
context of American conservative tradition and contemporary
political thought, Peter Steinfeis reveals the movement's underly-
ing premises and suggests reasons for its dramatic emergence
and success. Winner of ALA Notable Book Award.

#0-671-41364-8 $5.95

The Measure of Quality tZS p Q p G f bQCk$

SIMON & SCHUSTER • 1230 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS • NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020
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Pergamon
delivers the
HOT issues
in Political
Science
BORN SECRET
The H-Bomb, the Progressive Case
and National Security
by A. DeVolpi, G.E. Marsh, T.A.
Postal, and G.S. Stanford, Argonne
National Laboratory
Born Secret is the first book to look at
the widely publicized Progressive case
— the government's u orecedented at-
tempt to prevent publication of a
magazine article on H-bomb design,
culled by a journalist from unclassified
materials. The authors, all expert
witnesses for the defense, examine the
implications this celebrated case holds
for civil liberties, national security and
nuclear proliferation.
400 pages (approx.) 1981

hardcover $17.50

PALESTINIAN RESISTANCE
Organization of a Nationalist
Movement
by John T. Amos II, Naval Post-
graduate School
Objectively and unemotionally, this new
book uses organizational theory to
analyze the structure, politics and
history of the many branches within the
Palestinian Resistance Movement. The
author also suggests the influence the
Palestinian Movement will have on
future policy in the Middle East.
496 pages + foldouts 1981
hardcover $45.00

Prices are subject to change without notice
and may be slightly higher outside the U.S.

3/81/9B109

AMERICA AND
THE WORLD 1980
Foreign Affairs,
William T. Bundy, Editor
The third issue in the highly-praised
series from Foreign Affairs, this volume
presents original essays on the events
of 1980 by leading contributors. Featur-
ing George Ball on U.S. foreign policy,
Andrew Young on Africa and Daniel
Yankelovich on public opinion.
328 pages 1981
hardcover $30.00 softcover $6.95

SCIENCE ADVICE
TO THE PRESIDENT
A special issue of the journal
Technology in Society
edited by William T. Golden
"These essays are unusually good, not
the fluff pieces one sometimes gets
from venerable figures, but candid, brisk
and provocative. . . the book offers ex-
cellent essays by highly-knowledgeable
and informed observers and participants
in the presidential science advisory
business."

— The Sciences
" . . .an all-star cast of authors . . .
provide(s) a panoramic view of the now
near quarter century of the ups and
downs of the office."

— Science
268 pages 1980
hardcover $50.00 softcover $9.95

BEYOND THE BATTLEFIELD
The New Military Professionalism
edited by Sam C. Sarkesian,
Loyola University of Chicago
In this study of military professionalism,
the author looks at the political-military
aspects of foreign operations in order to
learn how the military profession must
change to meet the demands of a volun-
tary military and the security challenges
of the 1980's.
250 pages (approx.) 1981
hardcover $27.50

To order please write:

PERGAMON PRESS INC.
Maxwell House, Fairview Park
Elmsford, NY 10523
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Announcing
the third edition
of the best
reference source in

ME

Information Sources of Political Science
Frederick Holler
Just published—the third edition
of the best resource for systematic
retrieval of political documents.

Adds 700 new reference sources to
Frederick Holler's classic reference
tool. Information Sources of
Political Science.

Contains 1,750 annotated references
to boob, periodicals and other serials,
newspapers, radio and television
broadcasts, micropublications.

and translations. Subdivided
into subject areas.

• General Reference Sources
• Social Sciences
• American Government,

Politics, and Public Law
• Public Administration
• Political Theory
• International Relations and

Organizations, Comparative and
Area Studies

Extensive introductory material
includes a substantial essay by
Holler on "Developing a Political
Reference Theory."

1981. 278pp. 8 ViX 11 format.
Subject, author, and title indexes.
CIP. ISBN 0-87436-179-6
Hardcover, library edition $65.00

Q Yes, 1 want to add the third edition of Frederick
Holler's Information Sources of Political Science to
my reference collection. Send copies at
$65.00 each. Attached is my purchase order.

Name

Title

Institution

WOAYAPPKOVAL
il lor on* rvBMin jon an
ini laihilcd »ilh your

isbltir Condition * llhln

Department -

Address

City, State, ZIP _

Sendto ABC Dept.APSR61, Box 4397,
Santa Barbara, CA 93103

"An
illuminating

record....
If you want

to know why
and how

we waged
this war,

then this Is
the only book

that reveals
the reasons

for our
Inevitable

defeat."
-Gloria Emerson.

National Book
Award-winning author
of Winners and Losers

Containing more than 300
documents spanning some
35 years-many of which
were previously classified,
untranslated, or otherwise
unavailable-this volume
chronicles, from both sides,
the origins and history of
one of our most traumatic
and divisive wars. The doc-
uments have been selected
and introduced by Gareth
Porter, Ph.D., a former war
journalist and one of the
foremost authorities on
Vietnam. Includes chronol-
ogy, maps, and index.
F553 $9.95
Write to the NAL Education
Department in New York for a free
History and Social Studies Catalog.
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The Italian Communist Party In Search of Eurocommunism
Grant Amyot,Queen's University, Kingston, Canada edited by Richard Kindersley, Oxford University

In a penetrating study of the development of the Italian
Communist forty since World War I, Grant Amyot explores
how party strategy was forged over time and how key issues
were debated and resolved in the various representative
provincial organizations of the party. Amyot considers the
development of Eurocommunism, the rise and fall of the
Ingrao Left, and the "Historic Compromise," showing how
changing ideals affected both policy and the party's organi-
zation during the period in question.

1981 ISBN 0-312-43920-2 about 256 pp., cloth $25.00

Political Change in Europe
The Left and the Future of the Atlantic Alliance
edited by Douglas Eden, Middlesex Polytechnic, and
Frederick Short, City of London Polytechnic

A timely survey of the underlying difficulties and internal
problems threatening the cohesion of the Western Alliance,
this book examines the rise of left-wing parties and groups
in Europe and considers its effects on the relationship
between Western Europe and the United States. The volume
includes individual essays on the different leftist parties and
groups politically active in Europe, as well as explorations of
American and European attitudes towards and perceptions
of each other, and an assessment of the consequences for
NATO of political change, national interests and transatlan-
tic perceptions. Taken as a whole, the book provides a
coherent and provocative account of contemporary Euro-
pean politics.

1981 ISBN 0-312-62202-3 163 pp., cloth $20.00

The Nature of the Italian
Party System
Geoffrey Pridham, University of Bristol
In a pathbreaking reappraisal of Italian party politics,
Geoffrey Pridham argues that the Italian party system has
undergone a process of unprecedented change during the
past decade. He demonstrates that the system can no longer
be described as based on simple institutional polarization
between the forces of communism in opposition and of
Christian democracy in government, and analyzes the im-
pact of the "Historic Compromise" on the present opera-
tion of the system. Pridham concludes that there has been a
qualitative transformation in the nature of the Italian party
system, derived both from the evolution of the different
parties, individually and in relation to each other, and from
(he changing socio-political and economic environment
in Italy.

Based on a series of seminars held at St. Antony* College,
Oxford, this book makes available articles by prominent
members of each of the three main Eurocommunist par-
ties, as well as companion papers by scholars specializing
in Spanish, French and Italian Eurocommunism. In addi-
tion to these pairs of articles on each party, the volume also
includes discussions of aspects of Eurocommunism not
confined to any one party, thus providing a multifaceted and
illuminating study of one of the most complex and signifi-
cant developments in the contemporary politics of Western
Europe,

July 1981 ISBN 0-312-41114-6 about 220pp., cloth $19.95

The French Radical Party and
European Integration
Francis O'Neill, European University Institute,
Florence
This book examines and analyzes the attitudes of the French
Radical Party towards West European integration during (he
period 1949-1957. Francis O'Neill explores such issues as
Radical involvement in the pressure groups for European
unity, their preliminary contribution ai the Council of
Europe, and Radical participation in the vote on the Euro-
pean Defense Community and the Relance Europeenne.
Throughout, O'Neill pays particular attention to the divi-
sions within the Radical Party itself over the issue of
European integration, elucidating the factors repsonsible
for these intra-Party divisions and illustrating their effects
on the role played by the French Radical Party in the
process of European integration.

1981 ISBN 0-312-30516-8 about 150 pp., cloth $1995

The Long March of the
French Left
R. W. Johnson, Magdalen College, Oxford

A vivid account of the history, sociology and motives of the
French left from 1945 to the present, this book seeks to cut
through attempts to view the left in theoretical terms,
insisting instead on a more empirical explanation of why
the left has for so long failed to gain political power in
French society. R. W. Johnson traces the lefts dramatic
ascent in the 1970s, explores the diverse forces that led to
the collapse of the Union of the Left just before the parlia-
mentary elections of 1978, and assesses the dilemmas,
internal divisions and prospects of the left as the 1981
presidential election approaches.

1981 ISBN 0-312-56194-6 about 240 pp., cloth $25.00 1981 ISBN 0-312-49645-1 345 pp., cloth $22.50

To order these books at 20% discount,
please send your check or

institutional purchase order to:
Post Off ice Box 5352 _M_NewYork.NY10163
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DUTIES
BEYOND
BORDERS

On the Limits and Possibilities
of Ethical International Politics

STANLEY HOFFMANN
"At a time when the Reagan Administration seems to revert to the tra-
ditional conception of power politics, which divides states into friends
and foes, and subordinates the concern for human rights to this con-
sideration, Duties Beyond Borders seeks to define a non-utopian ethics
of foreign policy, based on a non-Machiavellian concept of the national
interest and aimed at the kind of world order that would be acceptable
to states of various types, regimes, and beliefs."

Stanley Hoffmann

Can moral behavior exist in a world of states? Under what conditions? Where
do norms for moral behavior, considerations of right and wrong, fit in the rela-
tions between states?

Drawing upon many historical examples, Hoffmann examines three of the
most burning contemporary issues as they relate to international politics: the
case of moral restraints on the use of force, human rights, and the problems of
distributive justice. Duties Beyond Borders suggests a course of ethical politics
based on a pragmatic, realistic approach to international politics.
288 pages Cloth $18.00

Paper $ 9.95

Just published!

BEYOND CAMP DAVID
Emerging Alignments and Leaders in the Middle East

PAUL A. JUREIDINI and R. D. McLAURIN
224 pages Cloth $18.00 Paper $ 8.95

Available at your local bookseller or write to:

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Dept. 3A, 1011 East Water Street, Syracuse, NY 13210
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NEW FROM OG&H

WORLD ARMAMENTS AND
DISARMAMENT
The SIPRI Yearbook 1981
Twelfth edition of the Yearbook,
which has won international recogni-
tion as an invaluable sourcebook on
all aspects of weapons growth.
500 pages $50.00

DEFINITIONS AND MEASUREMENT
OF DETENTE
East and West Perspectives
Daniel M. Frei, University of Zurich
Distinguished scholars offer new and
creative approaches to understanding
detente.
224 pages $25.00

ARMS CONTROL II
A New Approach to International
Security
John H. Barton, Stanford University,
and Ryukichi Imai, Japanese
Ambassador to Kuwait
Proposes a new diplomatic agenda for
reducing weapons growth while meet-
ing security needs.
352 pages $27.50

POLITICAL CONFLICT IN
THAILAND
Reform, Reaction, Revolution
David Morell, Princeton University,
and Chai-anan Samudavanija,
Chulalongkorn University
Focuses on political unrest in Thai-
land and the implications of this for
the Thai government's continuing
efforts to establish a modern political
system.
368 pages $25.00

EDUCATING THE INNOVATIVE
PUBLIC MANAGER
Samuel I. Doctors, University of
Pittsburgh, W. Henry Lambright,
Syracuse University, and Donald C.
Stone, Carnegie-Mellon University
Three creative approaches to securing
more effective utilization of science
and technology in government.
160 pages $20.00

Also Available...

WHO PAYS STATE AND LOCAL
TAXES?
Donald Phares, University of Missouri-
St. Louis
288 pages $22.50

MOVING MONEY
An Empirical Analysis of Federal
Expenditure Patterns
Thomas J. Anton, Jerry P. Cawley,
and Kevin L. Kramer, University of
Michigan
288 pages $22.50

Oelgeschlager, Gunn & Hain, Inc. fO)[G)
Publishers (ITYiD

1278 Massachusetts Ave., Harvard Square, Cambridge. MA02138 I C E l l T l j
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Sociopolitical Studies
from Princeton
Political Opposition and
Local Politics in Japan
Edited by KURT STEINER,
ELLIS S. KRAUSS, and
SCOTT C. FLANAGAN
Japan's national government and
most of its local governments, have
been In conservative hands for more
than three decades. Recently, however,
the strength of progressive opposition
forces has been increasing at the local
level. The contributors to this volume
analyze electoral trends and social
change, citizens' movements against
environmental pollution, and
progressive local administrations,
adding Japan to the field of
comparative local politics.
Sponsored by the Social Science
Research Council
Cloth, $30.00. Limited Paperback
Edition, $9.95

Coup Theories and
Officers' Motives
Sri Lanka in Comparative
Perspective
DONALD L. HOROWITZ
In the last 20 years, theories
explaining military coups have focused
on single factors such as military
organization, social structure, the self-
interest of the armed forces, or the
personal ambition of individual
officers. Arguing that coup theory has
ignored "the patterned heterogeneity
of coups," Donald Horowitz cites
Interviews with 23 participants in an
attempted military coup in Sri Lanka to
show the way officers' motives interact
with social and political conditions to
foster coup attempts.
Cloth, $16.00. Paper, $6.95• » • • •
Write for our Political Science catalog.

Japan Before Tokugawa
Political Consolidation and
Economic Growth,
1500-1650
Edited by JOHN WHITNEY
HALL, NAGAHARA KEIJI, a n d
KOZO YAMAMURA
These papers by leading specialists on
16th-century Japan explore Japan's
political transition from medieval
(C/Jiisei) to early modern (Kinsei)
society. During this time, regional
lords (daimyo) first battled for local
autonomy and then for national
supremacy. The essays cover daimyo
rule, the policies of Oda Nobunaga
and Toyotomi Mideyoshi, and the
urban and economic growth that
greatly transformed Japanese society.
Sponsored by the Social Science
Research Council and the Japan
Society for the Promotion of Science.
Illus. $17.00

Rabat
Urban Apartheid in Morocco
JANET L. ABU-LUGHOD
"An excellent study with many
strengths—good blending of history
and sociology, a hard-hitting
condemnation of French urban policy
in Morocco, a revisionist look at the
celebrated colonial administratory,
Lyautey, and a beautifully wrought
case study detailing the pitfalls of
overly centralized urban planning."
—L Carl Brown. Princeton University.
Princeton Studies on the Hear East
Illus. Cloth, $30.00. Limited Paperback
Edition $12.50

Princeton University Press
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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ANNOUNCING an Expanded New Third Edition of...

ORDER FORM

Single copies are available for $1.50 each; orders under 50 copies must be PREPAID.

Enclosed is a check for $ for copies.

Please bill $ for copies.

Bulk Orders
10 copies
50 copies

100 copies

APSA Departmental
Service Member

$ 5.50
$22.50
$40.00

Non-Member
$ 7.50
$32.50
$60.00

Send to: .

Return this form with check to:
Departmental Service Program

American Political Science Association
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

-Zip-
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From

NEWIN1981...
THE PURSUIT OF
HAPPINESS:
Government and Politics in America
Second Edition

By JOHN A. MOORE, California State
Polytechnic University, Pomona, and
MYRON ROBERTS, Chaffey College.
408PP, PB

PL 94-142: AN ACT
OF CONGRESS
By ERWIN L. LEV1NE, Skidmore
College, and ELIZABETH WEXLER.
214 pp., PB

STXTE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT IN A
DECENTRALIZED
REPUBLIC
By WILLIAM Q WINTER, University of
Colorado. 510 pp.

LAW AMONG NATIONS:
An Introduction to Public
International Law, Fourth Edition

By GERHARD von GLAHN, University
of Minnesota, Duluth. 810 pp.

ALSO AVAILABLE...

BASIC CASES IN
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
By DUANE LOCKARD and WALTER F.
MURPHY, both Princeton University.
1980, 313 PP, PB

INTRODUCTION TO
POLITICAL INQUIRY
By RICHARD L. COLE, University of
Texas at Arlington. 1980, 275pp., PB

THE RELATIONS OF
NATIONS Fifth Edition

By FREDERICK H. HARTMANN, Naval
War College. 1978, 704 pp.

THE DYNAMICS OF
URBAN GOVERNMENT
AND POLITICS
Second Edition

By JAY GOODMAN, Wheaton College.
1980, 318 pp., PB

AMERICAN
CONSTITUTIONAL
LAW Fifth Edition

By MARTIN SHAPIRO, University of
California, Berkeley, and the late
ROCCO J. TRESOLINI. 1979, 762pp.

MACMELLAN
PUBLISHING CO., INC.

866 THIRD AVENUE,
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022
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New books in political science
from Johns Hopkins

Between Peace and War
The Nature of International Crisis

RichardNed Lebow
" Lebow has intellectual courage, originality and a truly inquiring mind His
book brings important recent work from political science, sociological psy-
chology, and history, and makes a significant contribution to the understand-
ing of how political conduct in international crisis and confrontations can
make the difference between war and peace."—Karl W. Deutsch, International
Institute for Comparative Social Research

When is war the result of a nation's deliberate decision to advance its vital
interests by force of arms? When is it brought about by miscalculation? Between
Peace and War takes up these and other questions in a comparative study of
the origins, politics, and outcomes of international crisis based on data from
twenty-seven historical cases. 524.50

The Reluctant Ally
France and Atlantic Security

Michael M. Harrison
"This is an original, substantial, well-written and important study, likely to
become the standard work on French foreign policy."—A W. DePorte, former
director of the Office of Research for Western Europe, U.S. Department of
State

In The Reluctant Ally, Michael M. Harrison presents an original and provoca-
tive view of French security policy after 1945, with particular attention to
France's role in the NATO alliance and to the influence of Charles de Gaulle
on that role. He also examines the present status of NATO and evaluates the
implications of contemporary French security policy for Atlantic affairs in the
1980s. Harrison's investigations lead him to a positive reassessment of the
French model of an Atlantic security system and lead his readers to a new
appreciation of the model's importance to the future of the Atlantic Alliance.

824.00

Britain's Moment in the Middle East, 1914-1971
New and Revised Edition

Elizabeth Monroe
with a foreword by Peter Mansfield

"A fascinating study.... Not many people can bring to bear all at the same
time the thoroughness and measure of the scholar, the expository lucidity of
the top-rank journalist, and the insight and intimacy of long personal experi-
ence with the events and personalities under review. ElizabethMonroe is one
of the few."—New Republic

Combining both painstaking research and firsthand observation, Elizabeth
Monroe traces the rise and fall of British power in the Middle East from T. E.
Lawrence's desert revolt to the Suez crisis and beyond $20.00

The Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, Maryland 21218
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Paperback classics in
political science

from Johns Hopkins

Congressional Government
A Study in American Politics

Woodrow Wilson
introduction by Walter Lippmann
afterword by Robert L Peabody

Written almost thirty years before he was elected President of the United
States, Woodrow Wilson's in-depth description of the workings of Congress
and warnings of the dangers of Congressional supremacy remain valid to
this day.

In this volume, Wilson criticizes the apparent control of the American
government by stan jing committees in Congress which function without
debate and thus—in Wilson's view—without accountability to the elec-
torate. As Walter Lippmann points out in his introduction (written for the
1956 edition), Congressional Government is "a clinical description of a
recurrent disease" to which the American system is subject. Its insights
are both timely and timeless, and it should serve as a continuing reminder
to the American people of the importance of the separation of powers
doctrine, the need for a strong and capable president, and the strengths
and inherent limitations of Congress. $5.95 paperback

The Federalist Papers
Second Edition

selected and edited by Roy P. Fairfield
"The best available guide to writings about the Federalist, as well as the
most extensive and useful annotations available on the text printed in any
existing edition."—Douglass Adair, William & Mary Quarterly

First published in 1787-88; the Federalist Papers remain among the most
profound statements of American political philosophy ever produced.

In this classic volume, Roy P. Fairfield gathers fifty-one of the most im-
portant essays, covering topics as timely as fair taxation, military prepared-
ness, the use of presidential power, and states' rights. The detailed his-
torical and analytical background he provides—including an extensive
bibliography and comparative references—have made this one of the
most-consulted discussions of the Papersnow in print. 85.95 paperback

The Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, Maryland 21218
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New books on transportation
and natural resource planning

from Johns Hopkins
and Resources for the Future, Inc.

Urban Transport Planning
Theory and Practice

John Black
The urban mass transit system has gained new importance in these days of
inflated gasoline prices and uncertain petroleum supplies. John Black
identifies transport planning as one of the many indicators of change in a
growing city, and explores the economic, geographical, engineering, and
urban planning considerations involved in developing an effective trans-
portation system. General and location-specific planning problems and
service evaluation methods are also discussed. Black's approach is both
theoretical and practical, and he illustrates his points with a case study of
transportation planning in Canberra, Australia.

827.50 hardcover, 8995 paperback

New Deal Planning
The National Resources Planning Board

Marion Qawson
The Great Depression gave birth to Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal, which,
in turn, fathered the only comprehensive national planning agency this
country has ever had—the National Resources Planning Board (NRPB).
This in-depth, definitive study analyzes the NRPB and discusses the rele-
vance of its experience to the I 'nited States in the 1980s. Citing the NRPB's
legacy of public welfare and protection policies and the role of a national
planning agency in an increasingly crisis-ridden society, Marion Clawson
vividly demonstrates the modern significance of the agency and its work.
Published for Resources for the Future, Inc. $32.50

Public Lands Politics
Interest Group Influence on the Forest Service and the Bureau of

Land Management
PaulJ. Culhane

Paul J. Culhane explores how the two federal land management agencies—
the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management—balance the
conflicting pressures exerted on them by special interests including
industry, environmental protectionists, and recreationalists. Using a
formal model of interest group influence, Culhane measures the extent to
which such groups really affect timber sales, wilderness management, and
other key public lands policies. Published for Resources for the Future,
Inc. 827.50 hardcover, 811.95 paperback

published by
The Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, Maryland 21218
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"A major
contribution

to the
understanding

of human
history."
—New York Times

This pioneering contribution to
cultural materialism, published
in 1957, appears here in paper-
back for the first time. "A new
theory of social organization
which, although it builds on the
analyses of such men as Karl
Marx, John Stuart Mill and Max
Weber, goes far beyond them."
—Saturday Review.
$8.95, paperback

"Erudite,
brilliant,

insightful'.'*

First of Sennett's projected
four-volume series on "the
emotional bonds of modern
society," AUTHORITY is an
acclaimed analysis of the na-
ture of authority in both our
private and public lives—"a
brave exploration of some of
the knottiest problems that
confront democrats and egali-
tarians."—EUGENE GENOVESE.

N.Y. Times Book Review
•WALTER KENDRICK. Village Voice

S4.95, paperback

Now at your bookstore

VINTAGE %a*l BOOKS
A division of Random House
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Announcing...

A monograph containing detailed listings of public and private agencies that fund re-
search fellowships, grants, and contracts. Includes section on strategic thinking about
funding research and a guide to preparing research proposals.

Please send.

ORDER FORM

. copies of Research Support for Political Scientists.

Enclosed is my check for $
ALL ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID.

. to cover the cost at $6.00 each.

Name.

Address.

.Zip.

Return to:

THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036
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FOR ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL
CHANGE AND CHALLENGE...

U.S.-CHINESE TRADE NEGOTIATIONS
John W. DePauw
Determines what impediments are faced by U.S. firms undertaking commercial negotiations with
the Chinese government, and how these hinderances may be overcome.

252 pp., 1981, $26.95, ISBN 0-O3-O56688-6

THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM UNDER STRONG AND WEAK PARTIES
edited by Patricia Bonomi, James MacGregor Burns, and Austin Ranney for Project '87, spon-
sored jointly by the American Historical Association and the American Political Science Associa-
tion.
Have U.S. parties ever been truly strong? If so, in what respects? What made them strong? What
role did their strength enable them to play in the larger political system? What values served and
what values were damaged by that role?

ca. 158 pp., 1981, $19.95, ISBN 0-03-059041-8

MEDIA AGENDA-SETTING IN A PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
Issues, Images, Interest
David Weaver, Doris A. Graber, Maxwell E. McCombs, and Chaim H. Eyal
Focuses on the impact that media have on the perceptions, knowledge, and interests of their
viewers and readers.

238 pp., 1981, $24.95, ISBN 0-03-059066-3

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL
Limits of Influence
Robert Wesson
Concludes that in a world where military coercion is not a usable threat and economic pressures
are difficult to apply because of competition, the ability of a superpower to influence a large and
advanced state is restricted to areas of parallel and complementary interest.

186pp., 1981, $21.95, ISBN 0-03-049106-1
Paperback edition: $9.95, ISBN 0-03-049111-8

A POLITICAL HISTORY OF POSTWAR ITALY
From the Old to the New Center Left
Norman Kogan
Discusses Italian socialism and communism; the changing social climate; developments in the
Trade Union Movement; political stresses in the 1970's; and economic and social crises and
political reactions.

co. 176 pp., 1981, ca. $23.95, ISBN 0-03-056653-3

THE PUBLIC'S RIGHT TO KNOW
The Supreme Court and the First Amendment
David M. O'Brien
Illustrates the requirements for legislative action instead of judicial proclamations.

ca. 208 pp., 1981, ca. $21.95, ISBN 0-03-058029-3

A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
Threat or Challenge?
Wilbur Edel
Examines arguments for and against legislation to establish convention regulations and offers an
evaluation of this kind and other approaches to the convention problem.

160 pp., 1981, $19.95, ISBN 0-03-059073-6

EASTERN EUROPE AND THE THIRD WORLD
East vs. South
edited by Michael Radu
Analyzes whether Eastern European involvement in the Third World is only intended to supple-
ment Soviet influence and promote Soviet aims or, if it is motivated by a search for raw materials
and markets which cannot be provided by the USSR.

376 pp., 1981, $32.50, ISBN 0-03-058648-8

PRAEGER PUBLISHERS
521 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10175
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the many ARTS of

EQUALITY, MORAL INCENTIVES,
AND THE MARKET
An Essay in Utopian Politico-Economic Theory
Joseph H. Carens
Countering the prevalent claim that certain inequalities are inevitable in
modern societies, Carens argues that an egalitarian system, relying on
powerful moral incentives, need not reduce efficiency or limit freedom.
'Chicago Original $19.00 264 pages

*An original book, bound in the European manner with a sewn binding stronger
than ordinary paperback and with attached flaps to strengthen the cover.

REASON AND MORALITY
Alan Gewirth
"A significant contribution to political thinking. If its import is not recog-
nized, the discipline will be the poorer."—American Political Science
Review
Winner of the 1979 Cordon ]. Laing Prize
Cloth $20.00 Paper $9.95 406 pages

TRADITION
Edward Shils

In this work of sociological analysis, Shils counters a widespread way of.
thinking about society, defending tradition against those who believe that

every generation can and should be self-determining.
Cloth $20.00 344 pages

THE ORIGIN OF FORMALISM IN
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Jeffrey T. Bergner
"The central part of the study—its account of the formulation of social

science by nineteenth-century neo-Kantian thinkers in Germany—is
excellent, and I know of no other source that brings this material together

in such a clear and penetrating way for the English reader."—Eugene F.
Miller, Department of Political Science, University of Georgia

Cloth $16.00 174 pages
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POLITICAL SCIENCE

THE BENEFITS OF OLD AGE
Social-Welfare Policy for the Elderly

Elizabeth Ann Kutza
Kutza argues not for more or fewer policies directed toward older persons,

but rather for an increased awareness of our expectations of federal policies.
Analyzing both the shortcomings of current programs and the inevitable

limitations of public intervention, she proposes some provocative new
alternatives.

Cloth $18.00 Paper S5.95 176 pages

LIFE CHANCES
Approaches to Social and Political Theory

Ralf Dahrendorf
"Ralf Dahrendorf's Life Chances is brilliant and controversial social

theory. Representing a lifetime of research in philosophy, history, political
science, sociology, and economics, this book contains seminal discussions

on topics ranging from the crisis of legitimacy in social democratic politics
to the relationship between social inequality and socio-historical

progress."—Richard A. Wright, The Annals
Cloth $15.00 Paper $5.95 192 pages

CITY LIMITS
Paul E. Peterson

Peterson argues that local politics are exceptionally limited, and thus take a
distinctive and entirely different shape from national politics.

Cloth $27.50 Paper $9.95 280 pages

From MIDWAY REPRINTS-

THE AMERICAN VOTER
Angus Campbell, Philip E. Converse,
Warren E. Miller, and Donald E. Stokes
Unabridged Edition
Paper $20.00 576 pages

M M. 1 > —

University of
Chicago
PRESS

5801 South Ellis Avenue
Chicago. Illinois 60637
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THE MIND OF THE FOUNDER
Sources of the Political Thought of James Madison
REVISED EDITION

MARVIN MEYERS, editor
An authentic and responsible selection of Madison's
writings in one handy volume. Introduction, headnotes,
bibliography, and index have all been revised for this
edition, especially welcome as the Constitutional bi-
centennial approaches. A Brandeis book. Paper, $10.00

GREECE IN THE 1940s
A Bibliographic Companion
JOHN O. IATRIDES, editor
The most complete bibliography to
date on wartime Greece and the
Jewish community there. Paper, $15.00

GREECE IN THE 1940s
A Nation in Crisis

JOHN O. IATRIDES, editor
A collection of twenty essays on a
pivotal period in Greek history.
$35.00

PREVENTION THROUGH POLITICAL ACTION
AND SOCIAL CHANGE
JUSTIN M. JOFFE and GEORGE W. ALBEE, editors

Twenty-six views on what kinds of change might
build a less pathogenic environment and the political
action needed to implement the ideas proposed. Primary
Prevention of Psychopathology, 5. $20.00

THE NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL PLAN
An Economic Development Strategy
NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL COMMISSION
This appraisal of New England's recent economic history and detailed plan to insure
healthy growth can be used by regional and national leaders throughout the country
who wish to influence the course of the economic future. $12.00 and $18.00

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF
NEW ENGLAND Hanover and London
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The
American Political

Science Association
Membership

Directory
1980

The Directory lists individual members of the American Political Science Associa-
tion and such information as their current position, institutional affiliation,
address, phone number, highest degree, and fields of specialization.

The price is $10 for APSA members and $12 for non-members. Orders must be
prepaid.

ORDER FORM

Enclosed is a check for copies of the Membership Directory, at the
rate (check one): • $10 for APSA members

• $12 for non-members

Name

Address

City State Zip

Order from:

Membership Directory/APSA
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036
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Multinationals in Latin America
The Politics of Nationalization
PAULE. SIGMUND
A TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND STUDY
The rapid increase in the number of nationalizations of foreign-owned concerns
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America in recent years has led some observers to
predict the impending demise of the multinational corporation in the Third
World. Paul Sigmund challenges the notion of a rising tide of nationalization,
arguing that, in Latin America at least, most of the exposed enclaves in the
extractive industries that were the major targets of the economic nationalists
have now been taken over, removing the major irritants affecting the relations
of Third World governments with foreign investors. Instead of the previous
conflict relationship, he perceives the beginnings of a new era of bargaining
between Third World governments and foreign investors, in which there is
a diminished role for the U.S. government and a mutual recognition by investors
and host governments of the benefits to be secured by a bargaining relationship.
444 pages; 1980; cloth $22.50; paper $6.50

The Politics of Land-Use Reform
FRANK J. POPPER
The land-use reform movement that arose in the late 1960s was, and remains,
one of the major currents in recent American political history. Here, in a
highly readable combination of sophisticated policy analysis and on-the-ground
realism, Frank J. Popper examines the movement, tracing its origins, course,
results, and lessons to be learned. The author's trenchant analysis will be
of significant value to all citizens interested in land-use, environmental, or
other regulation.
336 pages; 1981; cloth $20.00; paper $7.50

The International Labor Organization
An American View
WALTER GALENSON
In 1980, the United States rejoined a major United Nations agency—the
International Labor Organization (ILO)—from which it had withdrawn in protest
in 1977. Why did the U.S. take such drastic action in 1977? Why has the U.S.
perceived conditions as having changed sufficiently to warrant its rejoining?
These are some of the questions addressed by Walter Galenson in this insider's
analysis of the problems and major functions of the ILO. Galenson, Professor
in the School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell University, served
over a span of two decades as a consultant to both the ILO and the U.S.
delegation to the ILO.
352 pages; 1981; cloth $21.50; paper $7.75

At your bookstore, or write

University of Wisconsin Press
114 North Murray Street, Madison, Wisconsin 53715
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Politics in Paper
The People's
President
The Electoral College in American History
and the Direct Vote Alternative
Revised edition

Neal R. Peirce and Lawrence D. Longley

First published in 1968, this is the standard
guide to a controversial institution. Now
Peirce and Longley have added fascinating
details to the book in an extensive revision
that traces the workings of the system
through the 1980 election. Concluding that
the electoral college should be abolished,
the book discusses the many attempts at
reform over two centuries and comes out
strongly in favor of a direct vote for
president.

"Excellent— The subject is an important
one, and the authors deal with it
authoritatively."— John Gardner
Cloth $40.00 Paper $9.95

The Social
Function of
Social Science
Duncan MacRae, Jr.

"MacRae's arguments are impressive and his
erudition formidable. The Social Function of
Social Science deserves a close and careful
reading by political scientists, and in par-
ticular by those who view their science as a
policy science."—Terence Ball, American
Political Science Review
Cloth $25.00 Paper $7.95

Yale
Yale University Press
New Haven and London

Retrospective
Voting in
American
National
Elections
Morris P. Fiorina

To what extent are voting decisions rooted
in experiences and judgments of the imme-
diate past? Fiorina proposes and empirically
examines a sophisticated retrospective
model to show that voters' attitudes toward
both issues and party identification are
strongly affected by retrospective evalua-
tions. A work of timely interest that will
help students of voting behavior to better
understand the prevalence, variability,
origins, and consequences of retrospective
behavior Cloth $35.00 Paper $9.95

Clean Coal/
Dirty Air
or How the Clean Air Act Became a
Multibillion-Dollar Bailout for High-
Sulfur Coal Producers and What
Should Be Done about It

Bruce A. Ackerman and William T Hassler

"Essential reading for anyone who is inter-
ested in the reality, not the theory, of how
the nation's laws are written."
—Senator Pete V. Domenici

"A fascinating, lucid, and cautionary policy-
analysis study, abounding with stimulating
insights."—James W. Fesler

"A persuasive analysis showing how...envi-
ronmental lobbies can say they protected
people against pollution that they have
helped to create."—Aaron Wildavsky

A Yale Fastback Cloth $20.00 Paper $5.95
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Eleven well-known scholars examine the changes
that have taken place within Congress and its

environment over the last several decades
and the consequences of those changes for the

policy process. The book comprises the following
authors and chapters:

NELSON W.POLSBY,
The Washington Community, 1960-1980

THOMAS E.MANN,
Elections and Change in Congress

MICHAEL J. ROBINSON,
Three Faces of Congressional Media

ROGER H. DAVIDSON,
Subcommittee Government

MICHAEL J.MALBIN,
The New Role of Congressional Staff

BARBARA SINCLAIR,
Building Coalitions in the House and Senate

CHARLES O.JONES,
Congress and the Presidency

R.DOUGLAS ARNOLD,
The Local Roots of Domestic Policy

ALLEN SCHICK,
The Three-Ring Budget Process

I. M. DESTLER,
Congress and Foreign Policy in the 1970's

NORMAN J. ORNSTEIN,
The House and the Senate in a New Congress

Essential reading
for anyone interested in
the United States
Congress
Thomas E. Mann & Norman J. Omstein, Editors
$9.25 paper $17.25 cloth

THE NEW CONGRESS will be available
the end of May 1981.
To reserve your copy, call our toll-free number
(800) 424-2873 or write:

The American Enterprise Institute
1150 Seventeenth Street, N.YV.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Include your name and address and a check made out to "AEI."

AEI publications may be purchased through bookstores
or directly from AEI. Single orders from bookstores
are filled at standard trade discounts.
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Democracy at the Polls
A Comparative Study of Competitive National Elections
Edited by David Butler, Howard R. Penniman, and Austin Ranney $16.25 cloth

$8.25 paper
D e m o c r a c y a t t h e P o l l s examines the election process in twenty-eight countries,
including Israel, India, Venezuela and Japan as well as the Anglo-American and European
democracies. It catalogs such matters as electoral systems, candidate selection, party organ-
ization and ideology, campaign practices, media access, campaign financing, and voter
turnout It also traces the following themes in detail:
• the long-term effects of electoral rules on the shape of political life

• the unique features of electoral politics in the United States

• the frequency with which elections decide major constitutional issues, alter party
systems, or redirect policy

• the prevalence of the "new politics "of opinion research and media professionals.

D e m o c r a c y a t t h e P o l l s is one in a continuing series of "At the Polls" books pub-
lished by the American Enterprise Institute.

Other recent AEI titles include:
BRITAIN AT THE POLLS 1979: A STUDY OF THE GENERAL ELECTION

edited by Howard Penniman $8.25 paper $16.25 cloth

THE REFERENDUM DEVICE
edited by Austin Ranney

HOW DEMOCRATIC IS THE CONSTITUTION
edited by Robert A. Goldwin
William A. Schambra

$6.25 paper $14.25 cloth

$5.25 paper $12.25 cloth

To order Democracy at the Polls or any other AEI books or studies, send your check
made out.to AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE along with the titles you want to:

American Enterprise Institute
1150 Seventeenth Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036
In a hurry? Call our toll-free number (800)424-2873. (In Washington, D.C, call

(202) 862-5869.)
The AEI bookstore is open between 9 am and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and is located on the third floor.

AEI Associates receive a 30% discount.
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II I II I I I

I I II I I II

I I

il USING''
\ COMPUTERS

Jerome M.CIubb
Michael W.Traugott
Center lor Political Studies
and Inter-University Consortium
lor Political and Social Research
The University of Michigan

$3.50/copy and$3.00/copy on bookstore orders
for class use

A guide to using computers in political science research and teaching, with chapters on:

1. computational equipment and language;
2. data collection and the characteristics of datasets;
3. data preparation: formats, coding schemes and documentation;
4. putting information in computer-readable form; preliminary data processing;
5. social science software packages;
6. strategies for teaching political science using computers.

Please send me. . copy (ies) of Using Computers.

Enclosed is my check for $_

NAME:

ADDRESS:

Return to: Educational Affairs/APSA
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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PUBLICATIONS FROM THE

UNITED NATIONS
Parliaments and the United Nations: Dissemination of Information to
Parliamentarians

A study by John Goormaghtigh providing knowledge about the type, level and origin of
information of United Nations affairs placed at the disposal of parliamentarians and legislators.
Questions addressed include the degree of a parliamentarian's influence on national policy and those
elements which condition his attitude towards the United Nations (e.g., party affiliation, ideological
options, group loyalty).

Sales No. E.79.XV.ST/14 $10.00

Pioneers in Nation-Building in a Caribbean Mini-State
A study by Sir Rupert John of the people who in the early years of this century contributed to the

development out of colonialism of St. Vincent and the Grenadines.
Sales No. E.79.XV.RS/8 $12.00

World Population Trends and Policies: 1979 Monitoring Report
Volume I gives a detailed breakdown of world population in terms of growth, mortality, family

formation and reproduction, international migration, distribution, urbanization and overall aspects of
population composition and structure. Volume II deals with governments' perceptions and policies,
and development plans.
Volume 1 Population Trends

Sales No. E.79.XID.4 $16.00
Volume II Population Policies

Sales No. E.79.XIII.5 $11.00

Demographic Yearbook: 30th Anniversary Issue
An historical supplement, this special volume presents a time series on population size, age, sex

and urban/rural residence, natality, mortality, nuptiality, and includes selected derived measures
concerning these components of population change for a 30-year time period. An official international
compendium of demographic statistics.

Sales No. E/E79.XIII.8 Clothbound $48.00
Paperbound $42.00

Official Records of the General Assembly
33rd Session. Supplement 23.

Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (A/33/23/Rev. 1)

Volume 1 $13.00
Volume II $10.00

35th Session. Supplements.
Report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (A/35/12)

35th Session. Supplement 22.
Report of the Official Committee Against Apartheid (A/35/22)

$7.00

$9.00

United Nations Publications
RoomA-3315
New York, N.Y. 10017

Palais des Nations
1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland
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NEW PAPERBACKS ON
THE SOVIET UNION

The Mortal Danger
How Misconceptions About Russia Imperil America
Second Edition
ALEKSANDR I. SOLZHENITSYN
Solzhenitsyn's critique of American foreign policy has now been expanded to
include responses to his original essay from Robert C. Tucker, Silvio J. Treves,
Robert W. Thurston, Eugen Loebl, John R. Dunlap, and Alexander Dallin, as
well as the author's powerful reply, 'The Courage to See".

130 pages paperback CN 882, $3.95

Decline of an Empire
The Soviet Socialist Republics in Revolt
HELEN CARRERE D'ENCAUSSE
Through a scrupulous analysis of official Soviet sources Carrere d'Encausse
reveals a multinational state in ferment: one confronted with demands for self-
determination in non-Russian areas; Jewish and Tartar agitation; and perhaps
most significant, the explosive growth of the Islamic population in Central
Asia. "A very timely study, valuable for both layman and scholar."

—Library Journal
304 pages paperback CN 844, $4.95

Will the Soviet Union Survive Until 1984?
Revised and Expanded Edition
ANDREI AMALRIK
The title essay, which created a great sensation when it was first published, is
now but a part of this greatly expanded edition. One of the best-known dissi-
dent writers, Amalrik provided ample evidence of the disintegration of the
Soviet empire and the possibilities for revolt, as well as a chilling view of the
movement for human rights in the Soviet Union. "His vision and prophecy
sound apocalyptic, but they are shrewdly buttressed by weighty and sober
analysis. . ."—Thomas Lask, The New York Times

288 pages paperback CN 732, $5.95

HARPER & ROW__ 92b

10 E 53d Street, New York, NY 10022
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